
MODULAR CABINETS
INNOVATIVE STORAGE CABINETS FOR MEDICAL SUPPLIES



Innovative modular storage system improves your supply chain

and gives better access to medical supplies stored in your ward. Therefore

the new system is more efficient, smoother and reduces costs. Modular

cabinets are a key element of this system.

Fixed-shelf cabinets are an inefficient way of storing and have many

disadvantages:

� Access to the back of the shelves is limited, particularly at lower

and top levels

� Poor visibility and insufficient overview of the supplies stored

on the fixed shelves (items tend to accumulate at the front of each

shelf, making it awkward to view and access stock towards the rear)

� Difficulty viewing and accessing the required item quickly

� Wasting much of the space

� Tendency to poor stock control leading to over-ordering

and significant stock wastage ( new stock is usually placed

at the front for ease, with older stock being left at the back to become

expired

By using our innovative and intelligent module storage system

you improve ergonomics and effectiveness of your ward by:

� using transparent modules which give greater visibility

of the contents, whilst the modules can be easily pulled out safely

to access all the contents, which are stored inside.

� better stock level control and replenishment

� better capacity ( over 50 % more stock volume per m2 compared

to fixed shelves

� wide range of various modules, baskets, dividers and other elements

designed to meet your specific requirements

� applying innovative STOP function which allows to withdrawn trays

and baskets safely without falling out, so that all the supplies

can be clearly seen

� using VARIO FLEX system in higher levels which allows to position

modules and withdrawn them at an angle allowing greater access

to the contents
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Carcasses of the cabinets made

of class E1 chipboard covered

on both sides with white

melamine

Edge banding made of ABS with

gasket to reduce free spaces

between the door

and the carcass

Hinges with angle of opening 270

and with closing mechanism.

Hinges are additionaly supported

by unvisible magnetic locks.

Drawers include frame adapted

to modules 600x400 mm

and telescopic rails

with silent closing mechanism.

Showcase with 4mm tempered

glass

Angled tops and hanging wall

system help to maintain

cleanliness

Height of the plinth/base of lower cabinet and tall units is 100 mm

or 150 mm.

Back panel of cabinet is made of melamine faced chipboard 18 mm

thick or HDF board 3 mm thick which is reinforced by 18 mm thick

board.

Cabinets are fastened to the wall through back plate or reinforcing

strip placed in back panel.

Surface of the fronts is covered with 0,7 mm high pressure

laminate (HPL) . Formica palette available

CARCASSES

DOORS

MATERIALS AND FINISHING

Selected colors F2255 Polar White F7934 VEL Pearl

F7961 Fog K1998 Oslo K7024 Birch

and dozens of other Formica colors

F2726 Natural Beech
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DOOR EDGES FINISHING

Front panel with 2mm ABS

edge banding.

Front panel with 4mm solid

wood on the edge. Surface

of the wood is lacquered.

The edges of front panels are covered with 2mm thick ABS edge

banding or lacquered solid wood ( #4mm oak, #4mm beech

or #2mm birch). High pressure laminate is glued on board after covering

the edges with ABS or wood banding, which enhances moisture

resistance of the door.

HANDLES

LOCKS

MECHANICAL FURNITURE LOCKING SYSTEM

SYMO

Changing the purpose of premises or filling different positions

may require frequent adjustments in the locking system.

SYMO locking cylinders can be replaced very easily which

simplifies any modifications in the locking system.

Removable inserts Premium 50 and Premium 20 can

withstand heavy use and meet high safety requirements.

Removable inserts Premium 50 and Premium 20 can

withstand heavy use and meet high safety requirements.

DIALOCK
ELECTRONIC LOCKING SYSTEM

This RFID identification and locking system can be installed

not only in furniture but also in access doors.

Access authorizations are easy to program and can be flexibly

adapted any time. Additional components can be added

or removed continuously.

Base elements: Lock, electronic device-key reader, various

key cards, operating unit

The variety of system components gives us possibility to

fulfill requirements of each user.

U 43

Lacquered steel

Lo = 128 mm (Nomet)

U 41

Brushed stainless steel

Lo = 128 mm (Hafele)

UZ handle with prepared place

for lock SYMO, nickel surface

Lo = 130 mm (Hafele)

U 40

ZnAl lacquered

Lo = 128 mm (Nomet)

Lo - distance between the holes for screws fixing the handle to the door
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SIDES - SUPPORTING ELEMENTS

The sides are made of ABS plastic (grey , RAL 7035). They are attached to the sides of the cabinets

and support modules and baskets. In tall units it is possible to use two types of sides:

1. Sides VarioKipp

2. Sides VarioFlex

In lower and upper cabinets it is possible to use only VarioKipp.

VarioKipp sides

vertical spacing of supports- 37,5mm

possibility of applying both sides openable cabinets thanks

to symmetrical sides and slots

innovative STOP function allows to withdrawn trays and baskets

safely without falling out, so that all the supplies can be seen clearly

at maximum withdrawn position, modules are positioned at angle

which gives better view of the contents

possibility of applying sliding rollers which help to withdrawn

drawers and baskets with heavier load

Cabinet type Depth of the sides Commercial height

of the sides

Cabinets type M6, MS6

cabinets type M6

Cabinets type M4, MS4

Cabinets type M4

Cabinets type M4, MS4

570 mm

370 mm

270 mm

Sides are connected with each other. There is a possibility of adjusting

the lenght of the sides.
*

VarioFlex sides

vertical spacing of supports- 75mm

modules and baskets can be withdrawn horizontally or at angle

which gives better view of the contents.

innovative STOP function allows to withdrawn trays and baskets

safely without falling out, so that all the supplies can clearly be seen

at maximum withdrawn position , modules are positioned at angle

which gives better view of the contents

possibility of applying sliding rollers which help to withdrawn drawers

and baskets with heavier load

Cabinet type Depth of the sides Commercial height

of the sides

Cabinets type M6, Ms6

Cabinets type M4, Ms4 540 mm

340 mm

*

sides easy to remove in case of cleaning

maximum load on one level- 20kg

maximum load on one level 20kg

375, 263, 150 mm

375, 263, 150 mm

375, 263, 150 mm

300, 150 mm

300, 150 mm

*

Sides are connected with each other. There is a possibility of adjusting

the lenght of the sides.

*
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BIK MEBLE sp. z o.o.
Ul..Ściegiennego 270 B

25-116 Kielce, Polska
tel. +48 41 3621382, fax +48 41 3489006

e-mail: office@bik-meble.pl
www.bik-meble.pl
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